
Elen Sentier: The Wollery, the Marshes Farmhouse, Eaton Bishop, Hereford, HR2 9QT 

Mobile: 07904 128821 

 
 

 You’ll know you’ve arrived when you find a yellow cottage with a blue door, and the 

sign on the door says The Wollery  and my silver Clio parked outside. Park beside it. 

 If you get lost, phone my mobile 07904-128821 … but txt me now so I have your 

number and know it’s you, I don’t answer unknown numbers!  

 Your satnav will drop you at the head of our lane! There are 15 of us on this post code! 

 Find Hereford on your map. We’re off the B4349 after Clehonger, where it becomes the 

B4352. You are now on the map above. 

 Look at the map, we’re where the ORANGE ARROW on the map above points to. We are 

right at the very end of the lane, half a mile from the road. 

 Our farm turning is on your left after you’ve gone through Clehonger and past the Eaton 

Bishop turnoff on your right – don’t go down there! Keep going and very soon there will 

be a left-hand turning right after a bend. 

 If you miss our tuning you’ll quickly come to a crossroads with the Comet Inn to your 

left. Turn round there and come back the way you came – our turning will now be the 

first on your right! 

 Please drive slowly down our lane – there may be cats hunting, children playing, rabbits 

running, blackbirds feeding their chicks – and there are fierce traffic humps! 

 After the cow sheds on your left you come to Marsh House Farm – this is NOT us !!! Go 

on for another ¼ mile, you’re only half way there as you pass their gate on your right.  

 Carry on through their yard, past the turkey sheds, down the long straight. At the end of 

the straight, bend round to right after the barn and before the silo. You’ll see calves in a 

barn in front of you. Keep turning to the right, round the end of the cowshed. 

 You’ll see my yellow cottage, with my silver Clio parked in front, park beside it, NOT by 

the wall on the other side!!! 

 You’ll know you’ve arrived when you see the BLUE DOOR and the new house-sign 

which says “The Wollery”, with a lovely picture of a Pictish owl . Bang on the door, or 

open it and shout hello. 


